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FOUNDER'S DAY CELEBRATION 

Reena Mehta College of Arts, Science, Commerce and Management Studies celebrated Founder's day on
16th September 2022. Everyone was filled with enthusiasm for this day and gave their best wishes to our
graceful founder Mrs. Reena Mehta Ma'am. The guests, staff and students welcomed Reena Ma'am by
showering flowers. It was a delightful spectacle to witness. Post arrival the very first thing that Ma'am did
was praying to Goddess Saraswati by lighting the lamp. She then went on to thank everyone for their
affection and expressed gratitude. She filled everyone present on campus with inspiration and positive
vibes. Then began colorful cultural performances that were in honor of our Founder and Chairperson. It
was followed by the cake cutting ceremony. A token of love was then presented by the staff in
appreciation of her passion towards the field of education and the wonderful work that she had done. The
eventful day was  concluded with a formal vote of thanks followed by a rendition of the National
Anthem.
Many leaders, professionals and friends lined up to greet Ma'am throughout the day. Her popularity and
reach had been increasing with each passing day. 

F a c u l t y  I n - c h a r g e :  D u r g e s h  G u p t a  |  S t u d e n t  E d i t o r  a n d  D e s i g n e r  :  S h i v a m  P a n d e y  |  P r o o f  R e a d e r :  M i n u  K h a n



Cancer is a silent epidemic that is seeping throughout the world. The cases of a variety of cancer are rising
at an alarming rate. The World Health Organisation has found out that Cancer is the second leading cause
of death globally, accounting for an estimated 9.6 million deaths, or one in six deaths, in 2018. Lung,
prostate, colorectal, stomach and liver cancer are the most common types of cancer in men, while breast,
colorectal, lung, cervical and thyroid cancer are the most common among women.
The avenues for treatment are rare, the cost involved is high and the outcome is uncertain. This makes
cancer not just a physical disease but also an economical disaster for the patient and their loved ones. As
the survival rate is low It is an emotional tragedy too. In the given conditions. Precaution is the only cure. 
To raise awareness and caution female students about the dangers of cancer, Women Development Cell of
Reena Mehta College organised a Cancer Awareness session on 15th September 2022.. The lecture was
delivered by Dr Pratiksha Gupta (BAMS) from Sarthak Hospital (Virar). The students were informed about
the dangers of cancer, their reasons, precautionary measures, self-diagnosis method and first-line response
in case of suspicion or detection. Students responded to this session with  sensitivity. The question-answer
session that followed the lecture was eye opening. Dr Pratiksha Gupta answered all their queries gracefully.
The event was managed by Mr Durgesh Gupta and Mrs Rinkle Solanki, members of the Women
Development Cell. One hundred and seven students participated in the session.

CANCER AWARENESS SESSION 
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AARAMBH 
THE ILLUMINATION 

Department of Management Studies of Reena
Mehta College of Arts, Science, Commerce and
Management Studies organized "Aarambh, The
Illumination" on 15th September 2022. The
initiative intended to explore the untapped
entrepreneurship skills within students. 

Students of SYBMS along with their mentors
executed the event flawlessly. Students learnt the
skills of planning, teamwork, budgeting and
management through this program. Students also
identified and implemented the techniques of
advertising and marketing their products. 

All the stalls received an enormous response, and
the products sold out in no time. Students enjoyed
selling mouth-watering dishes, confectionaries and
accessories. They enjoyed the experience of
creation, gained entrepreneurial taste and earned
handsome profits too. Aarambh's  aim to spark
entrepreneurial temprament within students was
acheived through this event.
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NEVER SAY 
DIE!

'FINANCE FANATICS’ a club of BAF and BBI
department of Reena Mehta College of Arts,
Science, Commerce and Management Studies
conducted a Suicide Awareness Session on 10th
September 2022 on account of ‘Suicide Prevention
Day. The students presented an act for creating
awareness on this topic. The main objective of the
program was to explain the difference between
physical and mental health and learn to seek help
by talking it out during times of stress and
difficulties.

In order to further inform the students on ways of
handling challenges in life, a motivational video
was shown which led to a discussion on
importance of seeking timely help including
counselling. The initiative taken by BAF and BBI
department is worth appreciating which gave an
open platform to students to start talking and
addressing their worries.



 AWARENESS SESSION
 ON CYBER SECURITY

SERVICE TO THE
SENIOR CITIZENS

Second year students of B. Com., B.A. and B.Sc.
of Reena Mehta College visited an old age home,
Supreme Soul - Rajashram at Dongri, Bhyandar as
a part of their Foundation Course project, on
Saturday, 17th September 2022. 43 students
accompanying 2 staff of the RMC degree college,
Ms Harshali Patil and Mr Frank Remedios, were
greeted by Mr Jayesh Suthar, a representative of
the Old Age Home who gave a brief description of
the home and those residing there. The inmates
were very hospitable and friendly, and they
welcomed us with their beautiful smiles. Though
the students were prepared and had carried a few
game activities, for the old people, they soon
realized all that the elderly needed was a little
understanding, a sympathetic ear to listen to their
stories, company of their loved ones and some
amount of care. Initially students thought that
people over there would be experiencing a hard
life. But the environment was a bit different than
expected. but they looked happy however the pain
of not being able to live with their dear ones was
evident. 

After spending the day at the old age home,
students love for their family, particularly their
grandparents grew stronger and deeper. The
elderly blessed the students and teachers and
expressed their gratitude for paying them a visit.

The world is moving online and we don't have
many options. We too must become part of this
new digital world. This world is attractive and
inviting. Although the technology-driven world is
full of opportunities and ease It has its own 
 dangers and we ought to make ourselves safe. On
12th September 2022, the Department of
Information Technology and Data Science along
with the Department of Arts, Mass Media and
Communication Skills of Reena Mehta College
organised a webinar on 'Cyber Security' The guest
speaker Adv. Sanjeet Mishra shared ways of
safeguarding ourselves from the dangers of the
virtual world along with the various career
opportunities in the field as a cybersecurity expert.
Adv. Mishra engaged the attendees throughout  the
session by citing various examples and case
studies.
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For a fruitful learning it is quite important that one has theoretical and practical knowledge, and industrial
exposure. We at RMC understand this thoroughly. We ensure that the theoretical part is met via qualitative
multi-method lectures. Necessary practicals are conducted on regular basis. To deal with the industrial
exposure part the college ensures to take two Industrial Visits every year. One short IV and one long IV.
This is in addition to the other departmental field excursions that are regular exercise at RMC. 

On 30th September 2022 Reena Mehta College of Arts, Science Commerce and Management Studies took
interested students from all the streams to short duration industrial visit. During this short excursion the
students were taken to Om Trade Links and SRP Print and Pack Substrates, where-in they learnt about
various processes of paper recycling, cutting and printing industry. 

Post this visit the students also were taken to Great Escape Water Park. Total one hundred and six students
participated in the excursion.

 SHORT INDUSTRIAL VISIT  
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CELEBRATIONS OF CULTURE

Reena Mehta College of Arts, Science, Commerce
and Management Studies celebrated Navaratri and
organised Garba Raas on 27th September 2022 for
the entire college. Navratri is one of the most
awaited festival of the year. It is the case especially
for the college students who look forward to
celebrate Garba with their collegemates. The
celebration began with Aarti of Goddess Durga.
After the prayer, Garba performances started with
zeal and enthusiasm. Students were present in
immense numbers with vigour and enthusiasm.

Navaratri shows us the great diversity of India and
its culture. Everyone from the management to the
students and staff participated in Garba. Best three of
the dancers and three participants in traditional
costumes were awarded and were given gifts by the
management. Colorful costumes combined with the
excitement of dancing to Garba folk songs made the
entire day extremely successful and fruitful.

BY Shridayal Yadav
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GARBA CELEBRATION GANESH UTSAV

On 06/09/2022 Ganesh Chaturthi, Utsav celebrated
on Reena Mehta college of Arts , Science ,
Commerce & Management Studies . Every year,
We celebrate this festival with great passion and
devotion.

With the chant of Sanskrit shlok “ Vakratunda
mahakaya ”   the prayer of lord Ganesha were
started . The whole stage was beautifully aligned
with bright lamps and lights along with magnificent
flowers. The aroma of the flowers along with the
fragrance of the incense sticks filled the
environment with peace and positivity. College staff
& all stream students participate in this utsav
intending to bring happiness, contentment,
positivity, entertainment, refreshment and fun all
together by uniting among themselves.

BY Shridayal Yadav



Reena Mehta College of Arts, Science, Commerce and Management Studies organised an Exhibition on
“The Visionary Prime Minister of India” for all the students, parents, teaching staff, non teaching staff and
local residents on 28th September 2022. This event was organised in order to bring attention to the schemes
and developments implemented by the current government under Modi Ji's leadership in the last eight
years.The event marked the birth anniversary of our beloved Prime Minister. The program started with the
prayer at 9:00 AM and continued till late afternoon.  The Management, the Principal, Head of the
departments, faculty memebers, non-teaching staff, students, parents, localites and special guests were
present for the exhibition. Students from every department participated in this event, and the exhibition was
open to all the citizens. Students presented different initiatives and achievements of current regime by use
of models, Posters, and designs. Few related themes were Agricultural Schemes, Development and
intiatives in Science and Technology, Infrastructure, Space Technology, Finance and Economics etc.
Honourable Guests like former minister Mr. Kripashankar Singh, Adv. Ravi Vyas and other social workers,
beurocrats and politicians came to see the exhibition.
The event concluded with Reena Ma’am's vote of thanks and appreciation. All visitors appreciated the
event and student work. 

The Visionary Prime Minister of India

By Manvi Mehta
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ACHIEVEMENT 

We take enormous pride to inform you that our
beloved principal has added one more feather to
her hat. The University of Mumbai has now
officially appointed our honourable principal Dr.
Satinder Kaur Gujral as the course writer for the 
 BMS programmes. Ma'am constantly keeps us
inspired by her work and enthusiasm. We are
forever grateful for her presence by our side and
her invaluable guidance.
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Commodity and
Derivatives Market

With an intention to create investor awareness
and educate students regarding the basics of the
Stock Market the BBI and BAF department  of
Reena Mehta College of Arts, Science,
Commerce and Management Studies organised a
session on “Commodity and Derivatives
Market". The event was organised in
collaboration with the BMS department on 8th
September 2022. Investor Training Program
bridges the gap between the classroom and the
financial workplace. 

The interaction stressed the spreading of financial
literacy among students via a practical approach. The
speaker for the event was Mr. Amogh Gothoskar
from the Bombay Stock Exchange. He emphasised
the concept of “Investing in yourself”. He also
explained the operations of comodity and derivates
in a simplified language by using multiple examples.



Har Ghar Hunar! Careers in I. T.

Reena Mehta College of Arts, Commerce, Science
and Management studies conducted an awareness
session on Information technology on 13th August
2022. Mrs. Rinkle Solanki, HoD of Information
Technology department . was the  speaker for the
session who began by creating   awareness about
the career options in today’s IT world along with
the basics for students with no IT background.
Some of the topics covered during the session
were:
1. Networks: LAN, WAN, MAN
2. Hardware and Software devices
3. Internet: Airtel, Vodafone, Jio
4. Ms-Office: Word, Excel, PowerPoint)
5. Programming Language
6. Data Science
7. Email
After the seminar students asked their queries to
the speaker. Overall the session was informative
and mind oopening for the students,  The Session
was enriching for the students and it ended with an
interaction between the resource person and the
students.

Our beloved Prime Minister Mr Narendra Modi has
propounded the idea of Har Ghar Hunar under the
Skill India Campaign. The idea is that we must
ensure that our citizens especially the younger
generation should gain skill-based knowledge. 
It is a known fact that the animation industry in
India is booming. Today no movie gets completed
without the use of Visual Effects. To expose
students to the possibilities of this growing industry
and making aware of high-paying careers BAMMC
Department of Reena Mehta College of Arts,
Science, Commerce and Management Studies
organised a guest lecture on 24th September 2022.
The event was organised in association with
MAAC, one of the leading institutions in India. 
The speaker for the event, Trupti Raut, introduced
students to various career avenues in the industry.
The initial step was to expose students to various
job profiles and their key result areas. Later they
were informed about the skills that are required to
pursue these jobs. Overall it was a successful event
that taught students about career options in
animation, VFX, graphic designing and
filmmaking.
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PLACEMENT DRIVE 
AirtelEpicenter

Placement Cell of Reena Mehta College of Arts,
Science, Commerce, and Management Studies in
association with "Epicenter" organised a placement
drive on September 2022. 

Mr. Samir Soni, Head of the operations' of
Epicenter along with his team interviewed students
who were excited to associate themselves with the
organisation. Around 10 students were shortlisted
for second round of interview and we wish them
success for their further endeavors.

Reena Mehta College of Arts, Commerce, Science
and Management Studies in association with Airtel
organised a placement drive for its students.  In all
35 students participated from various streams. It
was made sure that all the students get a fair
chance to get interviewed by the company. Mr.
Shubham, HR Head of Airtel began by briefing the
students about the organisation, its expectations,
job profile and the responsibility related to the job.
He also shared about the growth opportunities
available in the company for dedicated people. 10
students have been shortlisted for the second round
of interview which will be conducted at Airtel
premises.
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Department of Commerce of Reena Mehta College organised a three-day Fest called Com Sparklers - Now is Your
Chance to Shine from 22nd September to 24th September 2022. The event began with an inauguration by Trustee Ms.
Falak Khan Ma’am and Dr. Satinder Kaur Gujral Ma’am, Principal of Degree College.  After seeking blessings from
goddess Saraswati, felicitation of our honourable guests took place. First session was a Seminar on Legal aspects
conducted by Ms. Pooja Waghela and Mr. Frank Remedios where they spoke about career options in Law with a focus
on online privacy, POSCO Act, and its legal procedures. Then the session on poster presentation was carried out on
the topic of “India of my dreams” where participants portrayed India which is free of corruption, eco-friendly, reduced
poverty, higher literacy rate, and all those positive visions which will make their dream turn into reality.
Second day began with a workshop on Stress Management conducted by the counsellor Ms. Ruchita Uchil, a clinical
psychologist. Ms. Ruchita discussed the importance of taking care of mental health by managing stress and also made
them understand how much it is important to reach out or ask for help in a difficult situation. Last but not the least was
the Quiz Competition where 18 teams participated in 3 rounds on topics like commerce, current affairs and general
knowledge. The third day was specially organized for the students to make learning fun which included management
games consisting of 3 rounds namely Ice Breaker, Connection (Trust) & Balancing (Coordination). All together 437
students from 7 different colleges across Mumbai participated in three day’s ComSparklers - Now is Your Chance to
Shine and the students truly came forward during the entire fest and fulfilled the moto of – for the students and by the
students. Students were also felicitated for their participation and efforts with medals and certificates.
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Com Sparklers- Its time to shine!
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TEACHERS' DAY CELEBRATION
 

Finnisters, the cultural committee of BAF & BBI Department of Reena Mehta College of Arts, Science,
Commerce, and Management Studies organized  Teacher’s Day program on 5th September2022. 
Students decorated the  classroom  and welcomed all the faculties with great warmth. Each of the faculties
were given a customised card and flower as a token of gratitude to show the acknowledgment and
recognition of the hard work they  put towards their development.
This day is dedicated to the teachers with a sense of respect, appreciation, encouragement, support and
devotion  towards students.



B. Com. Department of Reena Mehta College of Arts, Science, Commerce and Management Studies
organised an Industrial Visit on 8th September, 2022 to Navneet Education Ltd which is a printing and
publishing house based in Gherniwada village, Virar run by the Gala family since 1959. 

Students were welcomed with a warm breakfast, after which the unit of 45 students was divided into 3
teams. These teams were taken for the visit where they shared in detail the information about how all the
machines like colouring, printing, cutting, pasting work and the whole process from scratch to final
products including the process of bookbinding. Students were taken on a tour of their  60 acres of land,
printing department and all the units of local as well as export publication along with the warehouse. 
During the visits, the students were also informed about the history, brands, product range and client base
of Navneet publishing house.

After the visit, students were pleased to receive the export products with a great discount. For students, it
was a great learning experience to see all the processes, and they gained priceless knowledge.
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SHORT INDUSTRIAL EXCURSION



26th September 2022 was an eventful day for Reena Mehta College of Arts, Science, Commerce and
Management studies. It was the day that was marked by the first session of RMC Talks. A series of guest
lectures that the college Plans to organise. The very first session itself was given by a notable personality
ike Captain Sundar Chand Thakur. The initiative was taken as per the instruction and guidance of Dr.
Sunny Mehta Sir.  It was hosted and managed by the department of humanities, social sciences, mass media
and communication skills, and the department of management studies. 

A brief introduction to our guest for the day Captain. Sunder Chand Thakur. He is a former army official. A
motivational speaker, Social Influencer, Writer, Poet, Coach, a passionate Marathon Runner, and Yoga
Guru.  Our college was fortunate to have him as our speaker for the day. Everyone was pleased with his
company and welcomed him with a warm round of applause. The interaction was intended to help students
in their personal and professional life.

The event was also graced by a renowned social worker Mr. Gajender Bhandari Ji. We would like to thank
the heart and soul of our college who’ve been the oil for the smooth functioning of our college. Mrs. Reena
Mehta Ma’am : (chairperson and founder. ), Mr. Narendra Mehta Sir : (Vice chairman and Secretary), Dr.
Sunny Mehta sir : (Managing trustee and Treasurer), Mrs. Pinky Nayyar Ma’am (Trustee), Mrs. Falak
Khan Ma’am (Trustee) and our honourable principal of degree college, Dr. (Mrs.) Satinder Kaur Gujral
Ma’am.
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RMC Talks: The First Session


